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ABSTRACT

Sandia National Laboratories and Pacific Northwest Laboratory have produced a

coordinatedinitialtotal-systemperformance assessment analysisfor the potential

repositoryat Yucca Mountain. Analyses includedradionuclidetransportvia

groundwaterand gas flow, human intrusion,tectonism, and basaltic igneous intrusion.
Both abstracted and detailed calculationswere used for the analyses. Probabilistic

release distributionswere calculatedfor the individualcomponents,and a combined

distributionfor the overallbehaviorof the system was constructed. Results from the

analyses using abstracted models indicatethat this methodproduces reasonable
outcomes based on our currentunderstandingof the site.

INTRODUCTION

In 1991, a set of preliminary total-systemperformance assessment (TSPA)

analyses were performed by Yucca Mountain Site CharacterizationProject (YMP)

participants.1 Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) and Battelle Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) were both involvedin performingthe calculations. Other YMP

participantswho provided data for various elements of the TSPA included Lawrence
L.ivermoreNational Laboratory, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and Los Alamos

National Laboratory.

a This work was prepared by Sandia National Laboratories,Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87185, and Livermore,California, 94550, for the UnitedStates Department of
Energy under contract DE-AC04-76DP00789.
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The primary goal of this work for SNL was to work on a particularpartof the

process described in Section 8.3.5.13 of the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization

Plan :2namely, to develop abstract, simplifiedrepresentationsof more complex,
detailed processes that require extensive numericalcalculations. Another goal was to

apply these representationsto the generationof complementary cumulative

distributionfunctions(CCDFs) of the type that will eventuallybe used to examine the
abilityof the Yucca Mountain site to complywith regulations. This type of applicationis

expected to provide informationuseful in guidingtests to characterize the site and in

aiding design studies.

The TSPA analyses reflect ourcurrentunderstandingof the phenomenathat may

occur at a potentialnuclearwaste repositoryat Yucca Mountain. However, there are

many uncertaintiesin our knowledge of the parameters of the problem. Because of

this, conservativeassumptionswere incorporatedinto many aspects of the problem.

This use of multiple conservatismsmay result in higher releases than are scientifically
defensible.

These calculations,or future calculationsthat use similartools, are expected to

ultimately contributeto estimates of the site'sabilityto complywith total-system

regulations. This first set of analyses is not comprehensiveinterms of components

modeled, nor shouldthe data or models be consideredvalidated. The analyses may

be the first in a periodicseries of preliminarytotal-systemevaluations, if the YMP

elects to perform such a series. We wouldexpect subsequentTSPA analyses to

expand upon and add new elements of the total-systemevaluation not included in this
set of calculations.

To develop appropriatelyabstracted modelsfor use in a total-systemanalyzer,

SNL used the resultsof priordetailed calculations. An important part of the

development for this effort was the constructionof these abstractedmodels. In

contrast, PNL relied on calculationsusingdetailed models as the basisfor their total-

system analyses.

The TSPA analyses by SNL producedan overall measure of system performance

in the form of a single CCDF of radionuclidereleases fromfour components:nominal

geohydrologicconditions,gas flow, human intrusion,and igneousintrusion. Climate

change was treated by using an expanded range of groundwaterinfiltrationrates. The

technical bases for these analyses were derived from priorHYDROCOIN 3 and PACE-

904 work, as well as from detailed calculationsperformed for the YMP Early Site-
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Suitability Evaluation s in 1991. The TSPA differed from previous calculations in that
these simulations were stochastic, the set of phenomena modeled was expanded, the

transport processes were modeled to the accessible environment, and a larger
number of radionuclides was included in a more complex source term. In addition,

results obtained by both SNL and PNL were used by PNL to calculate doses.6

The analyses done by PNL used several performance-assessment codes to

model the componentsof a repositorysystem.7 Ali the analyses depended on the

results of a detailed geohydrologybase-case calculationusing SUMO.s This base-
case calculation was then used as the basisfor calculatingconsequencesof release

for disruptivescenarios.

Other total-system performance assessment analyses are currentlybeing

undertaken by Golder Associates9 and the ElectricPower Research Institute.lo These

analyses are somewhat differentin approach and have differentobjectives.

DESCRIPTION OF ANALYSES

A. GrounclwaterFlow

The groundwater flow analyses considered both matrix-dominated and fracture-

dominated groundwaterflow and transport processesin the unsaturatedzone, and

flow and transport in the saturated zone.l,11,12 Thermal effectswere included

indirectly in the unsaturatedflow model.13 Although the performance of the entire

repository was modeled, the TSPA problem domain was represented by a 2-D cross-
section of Yucca Mountain,from drillholeUSW H-5 on the west to 500 m east of
clrillholeUE-25a#1.

The stratigraphyfor this cross-sectionhas been somewhat simplifiedfromthat

used previously.4 lt includesthe Ghost Dance Fault,with 14 meters of offset, and five

representative stratigraphiclayers with varying hydrologicproperties (Figure 1). The
detailed definitionof each stratigraphiclayer was based on data from drillholes

located along the line of the cross-section. A numberof actual tuffaceouslayers with

similar propertieswere grouped into the five representative layers, which were

identified usingthe dominantlithologypresent in these zones.1 The five layers
identified from the repositoryhorizonto the base of the unsaturatedzone were the

following: Layer 1 - welded tuff, Layer 2 - vitrophyre,Layer 3 - zeolitictuff, Layer 4 -

vitric tuff, and Layer 5 - partiallywelded tuff. For each of the five layers, hydrologic
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parameters and probability distributionfunctions for those parameters were chosen

using site and analog data.1

The composite-porosityconceptualmodel for fracture-matrixinteractionswas
used to simulate matrix-dominatedflow in the unsaturatedzone. To simulatefracture

flow, the TSPA that incorporateda fracture-flowmodel used a simplificationof a

nonequilibriummatrix-fracture model.12,14 The abstractionwas based on the results

of explicitmatrix-fracturecalculationsthat include bothfracture flow and matrix

imbibition. Figure 2 showssome of the factors used;o define the modelsfor

groundwater flow and transport. Both the fracture- and matrix-dominateddetailed flow

analyses were parameterized by groundwater infiltrationrate and fracture properties.

The composite-model analysiswas additionally parameterized by using variationsof

hydrogeologicproperties (Figure2). Release distributionswere estimated from the
detailed calculations described above combinedwith an assumed partitioningof

occurrence for matrix-dominated versus fracture-dominatedflow processes.11

Saturated-zone flow and transport within the tuff aquifer was modeled using a

composite_porositytreatment of fracture and matrix properties.15 Flow and transport in

the Paleozoic aquifer was analyzed separately.16 The TSPA saturated-zone model

was abstracted from detailed calculationsusing STAFF2D17,w'hichwas used to
demonstrate that the 1D flowfields used in the TSPA modelwere consistentwith the

2D representation. The unsaturated-zoneand saturated-zoneresultswere then

coupled to produce the geohydrologyperformance measure.1

The source term for radionuclidetransport18 includedthe effects of near-field

interactionsfor matrix and fracture groundwatermovement. Radionuclide mobilization

rates were consistentwith the far-field infiltrationrate and the fracture aperture being

studied. They were parameterized by post-emplacementtimes of mobilization,which

depend on assumed thermal effects. Informationon appropriateparameter

distributionsfor radionuclide retardation19was also includedin the transport models.

B. Gas Flow

The SNL gas-flow analysis used travel-time distributionsat various

temperatures;toto calculate surface releases from a source term similarto that used for

the aqueous releases. The source term was parameterized by the fraction of 14C

released from the waste and by the alterationrate of the spent-fuelmatrix.1.
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Retardation effects were included implicitly. The calculationsused an assumed failure

rate for the waste packages to estimate releases and partitioningof occurrence.

C. Humarl lntrusiorl

Human-intrusionanalyses investigateddirect release of radionuclidesat the

surface and into the aquifers underlyingYucca Mountain• Both of these release

modes were modeled using possiblefuture exploratorydrillingoperations. The SNL
surface-release problemincludesboth 'direct hits," in whichthe contentsof ali or part

of one waste package are released, and "near misses,=in which contaminated rock

adjacent to emplacement holes is exhumed.

The probabilitythat the drillintersectsradioactive waste was estimated from

geometric considerationsof the layoutof the potentialrepository,the diameter of the

drillhole,projected drillingdensity (3 boreholes/km2/10,000 yrs as directed in

guidance from the EPA21) and the diameter of a waste package and contaminated-

rock halo around the package. The probabilitythat drillingwilloccur at ali was

assumed to be 1.0 for this analysis;i.e., human intrusionwas assumed to have a

100% chance of occurringat sometime in the future. However, currentlyavailable

estimates of the attractivenessof resourcesin the area indicatethat this probability

should realistically be set much lower,s The time of occurrenceof a drillingincident

was randomly selected from a uniformdistributionthat extendedfrom 0 to 10,000

years after closure.

Because there was no unsaturated-zonegroundwatertransport involved, the

source term for human intruson was simplythe entire inventoryin a waste package. A
conditionalCCDF that showsthe contributionsof both direct hitsand near misseswas

calculated usingstochastic methods (Figure3). PNL performed a similar analysisfor

their human-intrusioncomponentof the TSPA.7 Additional SNL analyses investigated

the sensitivityof the conditionalCCDF to variationsin the assumed degree of burnup

expected in the inventory, as well as the differingamounts of decay of the inventory

resultingfrom differentages of the spentfuel at the time of emplacement.
The saturated-zone transportanalysis used the same saturated-zone calculational

module developed for the geohydrologyproblem, along with retardationvalues for the

two rock types formingthe two major aquifers underlyingYucca Mountain.19

Sensitivity studies showed that variations using multiple radionuclide inventories

(instead of a lumped sourceterm), increasingthe extent of contaminated rock, and



shifting the time of drillingto later in the regulatory period (to accountfor loss of

markers) had littleeffect on the final CCDF. However, major shiftswere observed as

drillingdensity was increasedto ten and twentytimes the EPA guidance.21

D. Basaltic Volcanism

The volcanic analysis modeled radionucliderelease due to the entrainment of

waste in a basalticdike reaching the surface. The actual entrainmentand surface-

release aspects were treated in a manner, that, althoughsimple, is thoughtto

represent the mostsignificantfeatures of a potentialintrusionby a dike.22 The
abstractedfeatures, events, and processesmodeled in thisproblemcomposethe

following sequence: a basaltic intrusioninteractsdirectlywith the waste packages in

emplacement holes; the waste is fragmented and entrained in the upwardflow of
basalt in the dike as a resultof the thermomechanicaleffects; and the fragments are

erupted as part of the cinder code or lava sheet at the surface. We assume that the

dike intrudes along a plane behindan upwardly propagatingstresscrack. Thus, the

country rock at the propagatingtip is pushed laterallyby the compressioncaused by
dike intrusion. As a result,the entirevolume of the countryrockdisplacedby the dike

is not engulfed and entrained in the upward-flowingmagma.22 Actual entrainmentof
the waste is assumed to occur after the dike pathwayis formed. Entrainment is

accomplished when turbulence in the magma, primarily inducedby exsolutionof the

volatile phases, results in erosion of the wall rock. Chemical interactionsbetween
volatiles and the waste, the effect of the engineered barrier system, changes in water

circulation,etc. were not included in the formulationof this problem.

The source term developed for human intrusionwas used, butthe range of

outcomes depended on values sampled from probabilitydistributionfunctionsdefined

for dike length, dike orientation,and the percentageof material estimatedto be

transported from the affectsd containers. The amount of materialentrained was

inferred from data on percentage of wall rockobserved in basalticflows and the

volume of material erupted from centers of similarorigin.23
A conditionalCCDF was constructedfor the release. The probabilityof volcanism

occurringwithinthe repositorywas incorporatedinto a separate overall CCDF for
volcanic releases. The currentestimatesof probabilityof occurrenceare very low

(10-S/year).22,23 In a stochasticsimulationof the 10,000 year regulatory lifetime of a

repository, the probability of sampling such an event to include in the CCDF is
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extremely low. Therefore, to showthe effects ofthe consequencecalculation,the

conditionalCCDF is shown (Figure4). The overallvolcanic CCDF is shown in Figure

5. We believe that the simplifyingassumptionsincludedin the consequence

calculationare conservativeand may actuallyoverestimatethe extent of release.

However, the overall CCDF for release from volcanicactivityis stillvery far removed

fromthe limit established by the EPA, shown in Figure5 by the shaded area.

Sensitivity studies usingvariations on parameters in the consequence calculation

showvery slight changes to this CCDF. Because the parameters are linearlyrelated, it

is reasonable that they would have littleeffect on a logarithmic-scalerepresentation.

E. Total-System CCDF

The TSPA analysis resultedin the calculationof a single measure of the

performance of the potentialrepositorysystem, includingboth nominal and disturbed

conditions.1 First, conditionalprobabilisticestimatesof the releases were calculated ..

for each of the individualcomponentslistedabove. Because there are different logical

relationshipsamongthe processesand events describedby the various CCDFs, the

conditionalCCDFs themselveswere combinedusing several differenttechniques.1

Events and processeswere consideredto be correlated,mutuallyexclusive,or

independent. To combinethe CCDFs, the releases for correlated processes (such as

matrixflow and fracture flow) were added for each probabilityvalue. Releases for

mutuallyexclusive events (suchas human-intrusionsurface release vs saturated-zone

release) were assigned probabilityweights based on their probabilitiesof occurrence,

and the weighted probabilitiesadded.1 The CCDFs for independentevents (such as

human intrusionand groundwaterflow) were randomlysampled to constructthe

combined CCDF. By usingthese techniquesand appropriateweightingsfor

combiningCCDFs, the releases from the four analyses can be combinsd into single

probabilitydistributionsfor releases fromthe total repositorysystem.1 Because site

characterization has yet to yield data that willguide the choices of weightings,the

study has produceda family of "single" CCDFs, each expressinga distributionthat

cannot be ruled out by the currentknowledge of the Yucca Mountain site.



DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

For the models and parameters used in the TSPA, gas flow dominatedthe total-

system CCDFs constructedusingthe processesdescribedabove. Groundwater flow
and human intrusionhad a reduced effect, and volcanism made no significant

contributionto these CCDFs. More work needs to be done on specificsof the

simulationsof gas and groundwaterflow and transport. One of the major factors
influencingthe estimates of releases was the suite of assumptionsin the source-term

mobilizationprofiles. Ali of the assumptionsin the near-fieldprocesses, such as flux
distributions,shouldbe consistentwiththose assumptionsincludedin the far-field"

processes. Additionally,sensitivitystudies,like those already performed for the

disturbed conditionsin this preliminarystudy, are needed to help identify important

processes.

The currentestimates of the probabilityof occurrenceof volcanismin the

repositoryis so low that we believe no further development of consequence

calculationsis necessary, unless new informationsignificantlychanges eithor the

probabilitydistributionfunctions or the understandingof magmatic processes involved

in transportingwaste.
The abstracted models used as a basisfor thisTSPA were based on our current

understandingof the site and on priordetailed analyses. The results appeared to

adequately represent our currentunderstandingof the processes likelyto occur at the

site. They were also reasonablysensitiveto variationsin the inputparameters. The

sensitivitiesidentifiedin this studymay, in fact, prove usefulas guidesto future field

and laboratorytesting.

A number of very conservativeassumptionshave been included in each of the

conditionalCCDFs presented above. Where little informationis available, the

tendency has been for TSPA-style analysesto use the most conservativemodels and

estimates of parameters. However, such analyses do not provide a scientifically

reasonable representationof the performance or the suitabilityof the site. As part of a

future total-systemanalysis, an attemptwillbe made to modifyoverly conservative

assumptions. This may be possible,in part, as site data that provide insight intothe

processes active at Yucca Mountain become available.
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Figure1

StratigraphicCross-SectionUsedasthe Basisfor theTotal.SystemPerformance
Assessment
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Figure 2
Factors Includedin the GroundwaterFlowand Transport Portionof the Total-System

Performance Assessment
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Figure 3
Conditional CCDF for Surface Release from Human Intrusion due to

Exploratory Drilling•
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Figure4.
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Figure 5.
Overall CCDF for Surface Releases due to Volcanism
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